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ABSTRACT

A model for double-pane window breakage due to heating by fire is developed that
applies to both compartment fires and to urban/wildland intermix fires. This work builds
on the model and computer code, BREAK1, for single-pane window breaking by fires,
as described in previous publications, with additional features including the inter-pane
gap heat transfer and sequential pane-breaking. A Mathcad-based computer code,
McBreak, is developed that implements the double-pane model. Radiation is shown to
dominate the inter-pane gap transport unless low-emissivity interior glass surfaces are
used. Fires on the outdoor side of double-paned windows are included, since windows
represent one of the most vulnerable features of dwellings in the urban/wildland intermix
and double-paned windows help fire-harden a structure. Examples are presented for
double-pane window breakage in compartment fires and wildland fires. Confirmed is the
empirical observation that double-pane equipped structures might survive urban/wildland
intermix fires better than their single-pane equipped neighbors.

INTRODUCTION

Windows can be important dynamic components
influencing fire behavior because when they
break, they change from impermeable barriers
to large ventilation sources. 1,2 Further, typical
breakage events occur at critical stages of fire
growth, and the resulting sudden venting can
materially alter the course of a fire-possibly
resulting in backdrafts or flashover. Thus, accu-
rate prediction of glass breakage is critical to fire
modeling. In the context of the urban/wildland
intermix, windows can be a point of entry for
wildfire conflagrations. Observation of fire dam-
age patterns in the 20 October 1991 Oakland
Hills Fire suggest that dwellings with double-
paned windows at the periphery of the fire sur-
vived while their single-paned neighbors did
not.1,4

Thermal stress causes glass breakage.5-11 In this
paper we consider the simplest and most common
geometry in which the temperature in the central
area of the glass pane rises much faster than
that in the protected frame-covered area. There-

fore, the center expands more than the cool,
frame-protected boundary. This puts the area
under the frame in tension and causes early frac-
ture because glass is brittle and its strength in
tension is limited by imperfections on the edges.
The glass breaks when the mean temperature,
Tm, of the central pane reaches the break temper-
ature,

where f = 2[tanh(s /L) + ln(cosh(H/L)/cosh(s /
L))L/(s +H)]-1 is a factor close to unity that
accounts for the small amount of compression in
the central heated panes and T, = crJEI3 is the
characteristic temperature. These results have
been verified experimentally.8.12-14 Equations (4)
and (44) of Ref. [15] should be replaced with the
more exact Eq. (1) above which was also given
previously as Eqs. 40 and 41 of Ref. [6].

The mean temperature is approximated in terms
of the surface temperatures as .
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~m = X(e(O,T) + 0(1,T)) (2)

where T = atlL2 and 9 = (T-T¡)/Tc’ X = 0.5 erf{T1f2)
is a factor that accounts for the difference
between the average of the two surface tempera-
tures and the true mean temperature. Further
details may be found in Refs. [6,7,8]. For a more
general review of the glass-breaking-in-fires lit-
erature, see Ref. [16].

Joshi and Pagni6.7,S verified that for common win-
dows and typical fires, the heat-transfer problem
can be well approximated as one dimensional,
through the thickness of the glass. The necessary
conditions for this simplification are expressed
in two dimensionless groups. First, the window
frames must have an adequate shading width,
s, compared to the thickness of the glass, L, such
that s /L?2. Second, the fire must be sufficiently
fast compared to the transverse Fourier time, i.e.
at/s2:::;!. Under these conditions, the edge of the
shaded glass under the frame remains close to
its initial temperature. A typical value of s2/a is
625 seconds for a shading width of 15 mm. Glass
breakage usually occurs in the first 10 minutes
of a fire.

This paper reports the following extension of the
previous work: the glass breaking analyses are
extended to double-pane windows (see Fig. 1)
with additional modeling of the inter-pane con-
vective and radiative heat transfer; heat transfer
coefficients and other parameters may be mod-
eled as functions of time or temperatures; the
previous Fortran numerical solution code, called

Figure 1. Double-Pane Geometry Showing the Number-
ing System and the Inter-Pane Gap.

BREAKl,17 has been reimplemented in Math-
cad,l8 a palimpsest-metaphor computing envi-
ronment. The Mathcad version of BREAK1 is
called McBreak. It is advantageous because of
the ease with which time-dependent exposures,
modifications, or enhancements are imple-
mented. Also new here is an emphasis on fires
attacking the structure from the outside rather
than the compartment fire analyses previously
reported.6,7,8

The double-pane extension is useful because
multiple glazing layers are more common world-
wide than single panes in modern structures,
and their improved fire performance may play a
significant role in protecting structures in the
urban/wildland intermix.19 Because the pane
remote from the fire receives heat while its front-
line neighbor is still intact, the second pane may
not take as long to break. This effect is enhanced
by the fact that the heating rates may be higher
later in a compartment fire. On the other hand,
under constant high-intensity exposure, the dif-
ference is not substantial. But in the general case
of an arbitrarily specified exposure history, the
time-to-break of the protected pane may not cor-
relate at all to that of the fire-exposed pane.

For the benefit of readers unfamiliar with the

glass breaking problem, a brief review of simple
heating models is given. The double-pane heat
transfer model is then presented with detailed
prescriptions for the inter-pane transport.
Finally, examples of double-pane window
response to compartment fires and urban/wild-
land intermix fires are provided.

HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSES FOR A
SINGLE PANE
Before describing the double-pane problem, it is
appropriate to review the single-pane problem
in three stages:

1. Lumped Mass, Linear Bounddry Conditions:
The simplest model is a lumped, uniform glass
temperature with h’s assumed constant. The gov-
erning equation and initial condition are
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Introduce the dimensionless variables

where

The solution is

or

The lumped model is inadequate for the fire
application because the temperature gradient
through the glass is an inherent part of the prob-
lem.9,1° Conduction is primarily across the glass
from a hot source to a cold sink.

2. Distributed Mass, Linear Boundary Condi-
tions, Internal Radiation Absorption: In fire heat
transfer, radiation often dominates. At the ther-
mal wavelengths of interest, 0(3)Jbm), the glass is
semi-transparent, and the fire’s direct radiation
may be absorbed through the thickness of the
glass. The extinction length is typically 1 mm,
while the glass thickness is typically 6 mm. Thus,
the absorption of radiation is spatially relatively
quick with 63% of the incident radiation depos-
ited in the first sixth of the thickness. The wave-

lengths of radiation from the hot layer in a com-
partment fire are significantly longer than those
from open flames and therefore occur in an

opaque portion of the spectrum, so the hot-layer
radiation is treated here as a boundary condition
through h,. The radiant flux through a semi-
transparent medium is governed by Beer’s law,

The resulting heat source will be the derivative
with respect to distance through the glass, so the
new energy equation becomes

With the linearized boundary conditions

and

and the initial condition,

these can be solved by conventional methods
such as decomposition for constant I or variation
of parameter for time-varying I(t). In the decom-
position method, the constant I solution is the
sum of a steady-state temperature profile and a
transient solution:

where

from the breakage criterion. The steady-state is
given by:

where

and

and the transient part, V(~,T), is given by

The eigenvalues are the roots of
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and the eigenfunctions are given by

and

The variation of parameter solution, for the case
of time-varying 1(t), can be found in
Eqs. (20)-(28) of Ref. [7]. Both the decomposition
and variation of parameter solutions were used

to verify the McBreak numerical solutions. A
simpler analytic solution, readily obtained by
separation of variables, is the limit of no internal
radiation absorption, i.e. I(t) or j(TF-0, and lin-
earized radiation boundary conditions with the
heat transfer coefficient as h = he + hr with
hr = 4~’QT m, where Tm is a mean temperature and
J is a shape and surface property factor.

3. Distributed Mass, Non-Linear Boundary Con-
ditions, Radiation Absorption Through Thick-
ness : An analytical solution to the one- and two-
dimensional, through-the-thickness, tempera-
ture profile with non-linear radiative boundary
conditions and absorption has been developed.6,7,8
A computer code, BREAK1, is available17 that
calculates the time to breakage for single panes
based on the one-dimensional model. The govern-
ing equation and initial condition remain the
same as in Eqs. (9) and (11). But now the bound-
ary conditions become, at the fire side, x = 0:

and at the cool side, x = L:

where the new subscript convention is used uni-
formly here and in McBreak: surface 0 is hot and
surface 1 is cool.

After non-dimensionalization, Laplace transfor-
mation, inversion only at the boundaries, and

further transformation7 the final solutions at

~ = 0 and 1 become:

On the fire-side surface of the glass,

and on the cool-side surface,

where u is a dummy variable, ~, and T are given
by Eq. (13), andj is given by Eq. (15). The kernels,
Ko, Kl, and Kr, given in Eqs. (12-19) of Ref. [7],
are listed in the Appendix, as are the heat fluxes
(~o and (~l. The most comprehensive model for
surface temperature, given by Eqs. (23) and (24),
are used here in the double-pane glazing break-
age analyses. Use of the simpler models’ results,
Eqns. (7) or (12), could be substituted in a partic-
ular application where the appropriate assump-
tions were justified.

The three integrals in each of Eqs. (23) and (24)
represent the effects of heat conduction into the
glass from the fire side, heat conduction out of the
cool side, and radiation absorption exponentially
distributed through the thickness of the glass.
Each integral is a weighted integration of its
respective heat flux. These solutions require
numerical integration, which was previously
implemented by BREAK1 in Fortran, and in the
present case is done by McBreak in Mathcad.
The new code was verified both by detailed com-
parison to BREAK1 using several identical input
data sets and by comparison to analytic solutions
for the case of linearized radiation boundary con-
ditions.
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EXTENSION TO DOUBLE-PANE
VIIINDOWS

Figure 1 shows the configuration of the double-
pane problem in which the glass surfaces are
numbered from fire side to cool side as 0,1,2,3.
The boundary conditions for the single pane are
transferred to the exterior surfaces (0 and 3) of
the glazing system. There are now two coupled
conduction heat-transfer problems, one for each
pane. The coupling is expressed in terms of the
boundary conditions for the two interior surfaces.
The inter-pane heat transfer coefficient, h12(T,t),
is taken as common to both surface 1 and 2, thus
its subscript is &dquo;12.&dquo; For surface 1, the tempera-
ture of what would be termed the &dquo;free stream&dquo;
in an ordinary convection problem is the temper-
ature of surface 2 for this problem. Likewise, the
&dquo;free stream&dquo; temperature for surface 2 is the
temperature of surface 1. Radiatively, grey infi-
nite parallel plates are assumed, with the view
factor between the two surfaces taken as unity,
so that the net radiative resistance 20 is Eï 1

+ e21-1. Thus, the interior surfaces’ boundary
conditions are

where:

q2(t) _ - ql(t) since the thermal storage capacity
of the inter-pane gap is negligible. Note that the
direct radiation flux, I(t), reaching the cool pane
is zero since the hot pane is assumed to block all
of it. It is also assumed that the gap gas tempera-
ture rise prior to breakage is sufficiently small
that the gap pressure rise can be neglected.

Until the hot pane breaks, all four surface tem-
peratures are computed simultaneously, with
the cool pane receiving heat from the hbt pane
and delivering heat to the cool-side ambient. This

thermal coupling of the two panes shortens the
cool pane’s time to breakage and is an important
advantage of the double-pane model over the
sequential use of the single-pane model. As soon
as the hot pane breaks, the boundary conditions
for surface 2, the interior surface of the cool pane,
are assumed to switch to those formerly assigned
to surface 0-namely the current fire convection
and direct and indirect radiation. In this double-

pane model, the pane remote from the fire is

conservatively assumed to be subjected directly
to the current fire conditions as soon as the fire-

exposed pane breaks. Experimental evidencell
suggests that in the absence of wind loading or
significant interior overpressures, a cracked
pane may remain in the frame for a substantial

period. This glass fall-out problem remains to
be solved.

For modeling urban/wildland fires, separate con-
vective and radiative temperatures may be speci-
fied. In this case, the convective temperature can
remain at ambient while a specific portion of the
radiative field, incorporated via a configuration
factor, achieves flame temperature. The rest of
the radiative field may also stay close to ambient
temperature.

CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
COEFFICIENTS

The three heat transfer coefficients are ho(T,t),
hl2(T,t), and h3(T,t), representing the fire-side,
the inter-pane air gap, and the cool side, respec-
tively. As indicated, these may be functions of
any temperature or of time. The one most likely
to benefit from the enhanced dependence is on
the fire side, ho(T,t), as conditions here may vary
significantly during the course of exposure.

Considering no wind - natural convection only -
Grashoff or Rayleigh number correlations2l indi-
cate that for most single-pane windows turbulent
natural-convection will be present at surface 0.
Corresponding heat transfer coefficients range
from 3 to 8 W/m2K. For double-pane windows,
before breakage of the hot pane, surface 3-the
cool-pane exterior-will be minimally affected by
the fire and therefore remain near the cool free-
stream temperature. Therefore, during the pre-
breakage phase, the flow on surface 3 will be
nearly laminar because of the small temper-
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ature difference, and the value of h3will be
53 W/m2K.21 This means that radiation heat
transfer may dominate even on this cool surface.
Under wildland fire conditions or inside most

compartments, however, forced convection will
be more likely than natural convection due to
the high winds or rapid circulation. Values of the
convective coefficient range under these condi-
tions range from 12 W/m2K at a wind speed of 2
m/s (4.5 mph) to 50 W/m2K at 20 m/s (45 mph)
based on a widely used correlation. 22,23

In the inter-pane air gap, a standard Rayleigh
number correlation24 based on the gap distance,

shows that conduction through stagnant air is
the dominant transport mechanism for gaps
sl0mm. Jzl2 reaches a minimum of 2.4 W/rn2K in
air at a gap of between 12 mm and 16 mm before
convective movement of air begins to drive it
higher as shown in Fig. 2. Typical double-pane
windows are designed to take advantage of this
minimum. Radiation heat transfer through the
gap depends strongly on the emissivity of the
glass or its interior coatings. Figure 3 shows the
linearized radiation heat transfer coefficient

Figure 2. Inter-Pane Heat-Transfer Coefficient, h12, with
the Inter-Pane Gas as Air at 325K and T,- T2 = 50K. The
solid line is stagnant conduction and the dashed line
the Rayleigh no. correlation,22 Nu(1 + (O.0303RaD.402)’1r/1’.
For argon as the gap gas, lower h by a factor of approxi-
mately %.

Figure 3. Linearized Heat-Transfer Coefficient, hr, as a
Function of Mean Temperature, Tm, where

_1

with both interior surfaces at emissivities of

e =1.0, 0.5, and 0.1. At unity emissivity, radia-
tion dominates convection. However, commer-
cially available windows have &dquo;low-e&dquo; coatings
with emissivities as low as 0.04. Assuming the
emissivity remains low in the near infrared, hr
becomes less than he, as shown by comparing
Figs. 2 and 3. Uncoated glass typically has an
emissivity from 0.8 to 0.9.

RESULTS

As an example of applying the double-pane model
to compartment fires, consider the default case

given in Ref. [17] describing an exponentially
growing fire in a standard compartment. The
input parameters are given in Fig. 4, which
shows the temperature histories of the four sur-
faces as light dashed lines. The heavy solid line is
the hot layer temperature predicted by a typical
compartment fire by FIRST.25 The first pane
breaks at 134 s and then the direct heating of
the second pane begins, as shown by the steep
increase in the surface 2 temperature. The mean
temperature of the second pane has only risen
5 K at 134 s. The second pane breaks at 203 s
when its mean temperature reaches the break-
age threshold, Eqs. (1-2). Figure 5 shows the
same case but without direct radiation, i.e. I = 0.
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Figure 4. McBreak Double-Pane Results Using Default
BREAK1 Input Data: E= 7 x 10’° Pa, ~i = 9.5 x 10-fiK-’,
Cr ultimate tensne = 4. 7 x107 Pa, I = 1.0 mm, k= 0.76 W/mK,
a = 3.6 x10-7 rrf/5, L = 6.4 mm, s =15 mm, H= 0.5 m,
ho = 50 W/m2K, h12 = h3 = 10 W/m2K, To.(t) as shown,
T3m= T = 300K, l(t) = 10 kW/m2, and unity emissivities.

Figure 5. McBreak Double-Pane Results Using Default
BREAK1 Input Data Values. All input parameters are the
same as in Figure 4 except I(t) = 0.

In a realistic wild-fire context, a bush or tree
some distance from the window may be ignited
by an air-born brand.3 For typical vegetation, this
heat source will have a short duration before
burnout. If the second pane can extend the life
of the window beyond vegetative burnout, the
structure will not ignite. Figures 6a,b and c
explore this problem for a fire that has a constant
heat-release rate that lasts 6 minutes. Figure 6a
shows the response of a double pane window to

Figure 6a. Urban/Wildland Intermix Application of Dou-
ble-Pane Window Glass Breakage. Outer pane is
exposed to burning vegetation at 1 OOOK for 360s. Exte-
rior radiative heating with F=0.15 occurs with simulta-
neous convective and radiative (F= 0.85) cooling at
300K. All other input parameters are the same as in

Fig. 5 except ho=50 wattslr7-?K, h’2=2.5 wattslrr?K, and
h3 = 3 wattslrri-K. The cool pane does not break.

Figure 6b. Same Problem as Fig. 6a But With F= 0.10.
Neither pane breaks.

a burning bush which is modeled as a black circu-
lar disk at 1000 K that takes up 15% of the win-
dow’s view factor on the hot side. This 15% is

determined, e.g., from the view-factor formula
J dl-2 = r2/(h2 + r2) where h is the distance from the
window This 15% view factor implies a one-
meter radius fire at 2.4-meters away, aligned
with the window, which represents an initial
incident flux of 8.44 kW/m2. The remaining 85%
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Figure 6c. Same Problem as Fig. 6a But With F=0.25.
Both panes break.

of the radiative view and the convective tempera-
ture are at an ambient of 300 K. The pane nearer
the source breaks in about 31/2 minutes. The

remaining pane’s temperature then begins to
climb, but the source burns out and the cool pane
and the structure survive. Figures 6b and 6c
show similar situations with smaller and larger
view factors (0.10 with 5.62 kW/M2 and 0.25 with
14.1 kW/ml) so that neither or both panes break,
respectively.

These results suggest that the standard clear-
ance distance of 30 m for structures in the urban/
wildland intermix might be lowered for struc-
tures with double-pane windows. Further, if sur-
face 1 is low-emissivity coated, the window will
have greatly enhanced wildfire resistance. This
could be practical since this is an interior surface
which will stay clean and undamaged for years
and thus maintain its low emissivity.

CONCLUSIONS

A double-pane window breakage model is
described that calculates the temperature histor-
ies of all four glass surfaces with quantification of
the inter-pane gap heat transport mechanisms.
Practical example results are given in the limit
where all incident radiation is absorbed by the
first pane. Variations in fire radiation character-

istics, glass optical properties, and glass thick-
ness are important to the assumption that the
first pane is opaque. The radiation decay length,

which is approximated here as a constant, is in
fact a function of wavelength so that higher tem-
perature sources may violate the opacity
assumption.

These calculations show relatively little temper-
ature rise in the second pane before the first

pane is both broken and removed. While it is
not appropriate to assume that a double-pane
window will take twice as long as a single-pane
window to break, sequential use of a single pane
model, e.g. BREAK1, may suffice in many appli-
cations. A major difficulty is that both McBreak
and BREAK1 predict only the initial cracking
time, not the time when the pane actually falls
out. Pane removal is a critical problem which
remains to be solved for both single and double
paned systems. It may depend on the pressure
history in the compartment as well as the pane
mounting details. In an exponentially growing
compartment fire, once the first pane is removed,
the exposed second pane may last only a few
seconds since the hot layer temperature is now
so high. The wildland fire scenario is different
in that vegetation burns intensely but is rapidly
consumed. The heating of the second pane is min-
imal before breakage of the exterior hot pane,
and the primarily radiative heating will be
delayed until removal of the first pane. The cool
second pane may provide just the extra time
needed for the window to survive the short-dura-
tion burst of radiation from vegetative burning,
preventing fire penetration into the structure.

Two important areas of future work are: Compar-
isons with double-pane glazing breakage experi-
ments and the development of new inter-gap
films with fire resistive properties. An extensive
series of double-pane window experiments are
underway at the University of Ulster.26 Compari-
sons will be made when these results become
available. This study has identified a potentially
significant role for inter-pane films as fire protec-
tion tools. If energy-efficient films, that were also
heat resistant, were adhered to both interior sur-
faces, the film could hold the broken first pane
in place, shielding the second pane and substan-
tially extending the window lifetime. This impor-
tant application requires further exploration.
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NOMENCLATURE

Bi Biot number, he / k
c Specific heat
E Young’s modulus
J Radiative shape, view, or configuration

factor

f Geometric stress factor
H Half-width of window
h Heat transfer coefficient
I(t) Prescribed dimensional radiant heat flux

jet) Dimensionless I(t), 7(~)L/~r,
K Kernels
k Thermal conductivity
L Glass thickness
I Radiation decay length
Nu Nusselt number, hL/ k.
q Dimensional heat flux

Ra Rayleigh number, Rad = g~(T S - Tx)d3
va

,where g the acceleration of gravity, (3 is
the coefficient of thermal expansion, TS is
the surface temperature, Tx is the free-
stream temperature, and d is the inter-
pane gap distance.

s Shading width
T Temperature
t Time

x Distance through the thickness of the
glass

Greek

a Thermal diffusivity
[3 Thermal expansion coefficient
my Dimensionless decay length, 11L
e Emissivity
(~ Heat flux at the surface of the glass
p Mass density
0 Dimensionless temperature, (T - T¡)/Te or

(T _ Tf)/(Ti- Tf)
o Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 5.67 x

10-&dquo;W/mIK4, or stress
T Dimensionless or Fourier time, at / L2
X Transient conversion function

~ Dimensionless coordinate through glass
thickness, x/L

Subscripts

0 Hot-side pane, exterior surface
1 Hot-side pane, interior surface
2 Cool-side pane, interior surface
3 Cool-side pane, exterior surface
b Breakage
c Characteristic, as in the temperature rise

for glass breakage, Te, or Convective, as
in h,

i Initial value

r Radiative
m Mean
co ambient
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APPENDIX

The heat fluxes are given by

and

where

and

The kernels are given by the following set of
Mathcad expressions. Conditionals within
parentheses evaluate to one if true and zero if
false.


